University announces the date for spring commencement
Due to the Juneteenth Holiday, graduation exercises will all take place Tuesday, June 20.

New tank helps keep campus, and the planet, a little cooler
The huge vessel will be cooled overnight and won’t require additional refrigerants.
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Oregon Bach Festival announces its 2023 season
The 2023 festival invites audiences to awaken the ‘Musical Wanderlust’ in everyone.

New HEDCO Institute looks to strengthen K-12 connections
The group’s first project is synthesizing data about depression prevention programs in K-12 schools to be more digestible for educators and administrators.

'Working for Oregon' report spotlights the UO’s public purpose, impact
The website features research, teaching, and service addressing global and regional challenges.

March Arts List
Concerts at Beall Hall and other spots dot the monthly entertainment calendar.

Featured Events

UO events of potential impact for March - April
The office of Community Relations has compiled events from Athletics and beyond that may have an impact on neighbors in the coming months.

Other UO events open to community
Events pulled from the UO Calendar with a community element or impact.
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